We consider n-person differential game with standard dynamic equation:
But we suppose that the game has a random duration because it seems to be more realistic to expect the end of the game at the random time instant T [3] . Let T be a random variable with distribution probability function F (t). So, if we consider cooperative form of the game, the players would seek to maximize the total expected payoff. We get non-standard problem of dynamic programming:
where hi(x(τ )) is an instantaneous payoff of the player i.
The Hamiltin-Jacobi-Bellman equation, appropriates for the problem with random duration had been derived by Shevkoplyas E. in 2005 [4] under condition of the density probability function f (t) = F '(t) existency:
where
The Hazard rate for exponential distribution is constant ρ. Then the HJB equation (3) looks like HJB equation for the problem with prescribed duration under payoffs discounting with discount rate ρ [1] .
The classical way of characteristic function values calculating is to use maxmin solution proposed by Neumann and Morgenshtern. A new concept of the characteristic function construction was introduced by L. Petrosjan and G. Zaccour in [2] for environmental and other problems where players out of coalition wouldn't form an anticoalition to harm their efforts. Following Petrosjan and Zaccour we suppose that the leftout players stick o their feedback Nash strategies.
So, we have the following definition of the characteristic function:
Wi(x * (ϑ), ϑ), i = 1, . . . , n; {i} ∈ I;
WK (x * (ϑ), ϑ), K ⊆ I,
where Wi(x * (ϑ), ϑ), WK (x * (ϑ), ϑ) are the results of the corresponding Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equations (3).
